Abstract-Believability of automated characters in virtual worlds has posed a challenge for many years. In this paper, the author discusses a novel approach of using human-inspired mirroring behavior in MirrorBot, an Unreal Tournament 2004 game bot which crossed the humanness barrier and won the 2K BotPrize 2012 competition with the score of 52.2 %, a record in the five year history of this contest. A comparison with past contest entries is presented and the relevance of the mirroring behavior as a humanness improvement factor is argued. The modules that compose MirrorBot's architecture are presented along with a discussion of the advantages of this approach and proposed solutions for its drawbacks. The contribution continues with a discussion of the bot's results in humanness and judging accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of a Turing test [1] , as described by its creator in 1950, is to determine whether a computer program is able to act like a human being. The test does not impose restrictions on the inner-workings of the computer program, and leaves room for implementations which are not conscious but exhibit superficial intelligence. The original Turing test requires a virtual chat room where communication is done via text messages, in which a participant in the discussion is judged as being a human or a robot. This participant passes the Turing test if the interlocutor cannot deny that the conversation was carried out with a human.
A. Evaluation environment
The 2K Botl'rize! competition [2] is a game bot variant of the Turing test, which replaces chatting with a shooting game environment. The competition was started in 2008 and has gathered teams of participants from various countries to develop bots that can fool judges into thinking they are actually human players. Entries gradually improved each edition, finally achieving behavior indistinguishable from that of humans in 2012 through two bots: UT A 2 [3] and MirrorBot.
As the BotPrize competition is based on Unreal Tournament 2004 (UT2004), a first person shooter (FPS) game, the way players interface with the environment induces ingame behavioral differences between humans and bots. These differences originate in the fact that humans control an avatar via keyboard and mouse for movement and use a visual display to understand the environment. Contrarily, bots advance using movement vectors and have access to a navigation graph to find 12K BotPrize contest website http://www.botprize.org/ 978-1-4673-5311-3/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE paths. Visual feedback from the game enables humans to easily bypass obstacles, wait for and properly board elevators that stand in their path. Bots however, have trouble with obstacles and are usually associated with saccaded movement, which rarely appears in the case of human players. Because movement and aim are handled separately by humans (keyboard and mouse respectively), the navigation and shooting directions of human players do not usually coincide. Furthermore, because human players generally have slower reaction times than automated characters, expert players who have high accuracy and significantly better overall performance can be mistaken for bots, by casual players. For example, in some games, top players are accused of cheating because to their excellent skills.
Undoubtedly, differences between human and bot players extend beyond the way they perceive and act in the environment, but interface-related issues constitute the starting ground for developing human-like bots.
B. The role of the judge
The first two editions of BotPrize were based on series of gaming sessions in which a human, a bot and a judge played together. The role of the human and the bot was to play against each other, including attacking the judge, while the judge's role was to decide if the other two players are human or robot.
To make the environment more suited for evaluating human-like behavior, since 2010 a more flexible version of this feature was introduced [4] , which made the judges part of the game as opposed to being only observers. The 2010 edition of BotPrize brought a modification (mod) to UT2004 that was based on a special judging gun (adapted functionality of the original link gun) with which human judges were able to express their votes regarding other players. A judging decision consisted in tagging a player as being a human or a bot, the result of which was the death of the target if the judgment was correct, and the death of the judge otherwise.
An update of this mod was introduced in the 2012 edition, removing the instant penalty of wrong decisions and allowing judges (and also bots) to change their vote during a game. The newly proposed design was based on observed drawbacks of former editions and stemmed from the concept of making the judge role part of the game.
Due to the aggressive nature of the original game, when two players engage in combat they usually tend to avoid directly facing their enemy, which leads to short confrontation times. The newly added judging role triggers the appearance of new behavior in the game. The focus on other players' behavior is increased and interaction becomes friendlier as judges tend to spend extra time to study each opponent in order to spot actions that are generally attributed to bots. Moreover, with chatting disabled, communication attempts can be performed through movements and shooting patterns. A judge may prompt a fellow player to communicate and expect a behavioral response that seems intelligent or resembles some form of meaning. The way in which a player responds to the judge's queries may significantly incline the decision towards a favorable (human-like) or inconvenient (bot-like) result.
C. A focus on realtime interaction
To seem human-like, it is important for a bot to have a global coherence of actions. However, being able to demonstrate human traits when interacting with the judges greatly improves its believability. Taking into account the constraints imposed by Unreal Tournament 2004 and the BotPrize judging mod, the approach in this work focuses on realtime interaction between MirrorBot and the players it encounters during the game.
The relatively short interaction time, which is due to the rapid nature of the game, puts a greater importance on the awareness of an encountered player. Bots which are inattentive in such situations may loose credibility in the eyes of a judge. In contrast, when judges receive meaningful responses from the bot, their decision can be positively influenced.
The subject of this paper is the implementation of MirrorBot, which passed the humanness barrier in the 2012 edition of the 2K BotPrize contest with a score of 52.2% humanness (defined as how human-like a player seems to the judges). The novel design feature of MirrorBot consists in the use of mirroring behavior that enables it to react, in a meaningful manner, to complex context-dependent situations in realtime.
II. RELATED WORK
During the five editions of the BotPrize competition participants have had a range of approaches, some of which achieved record levels of human-like behavior which guaranteed their winning. An overview of the scores achieved by participants throughout the history of the contest is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Some of the entries have participated in more than one contest edition, exposing their evolution in the humanness score.
To account for the different evaluation methodology used in the first two editions where a rating of 4 out of 5 convinced judges was required to win the major prize as opposed to 50% humanness in later editions, a score scaling was applied to merge all results into the same chart. Thus, these scores were scaled to equalize the major prize winning threshold, using the scaling rule: humanness = rating * 50 4 %. For example, the AMIS 2 bot won the minor prize in the 2008 edition with a mean rating of 2.4 out of 5 convinced judges which corresponds to roughly 30% humanness within the new contest rules. 
A. Design approaches in BotPrize
The implementation approaches of BotPrize participants can be classified into two categories represented by classical rule-based systems and those based on neural networks. Both categories harbor record holders, without exhibiting a clear pattern of which category is more fitted to achieve human-level believability. However, the top performance of the solutions submitted in each contest edition increased gradually.
The rule-based category contains the majority of entries, including AMIS (winner in 2008), SQLiteBot 3 (winner in 2009), CC-Bot2 [5] , [6] (winner in 2010) and MirrorBot (winner in 2012). In the context of FPS games where reaction time is essential, rule-based architectures contain robust modules which can be optimized for high performance, giving them a design-wise speed advantage. Moreover, this type of approach can be systematically tested to remove bugs or unwanted behavior. However, to achieve high level functionality, especially when attempting to behave in a human-like fashion, the architecture tends to grow in complexity and may require increased development time and therefore most attempts sacrifice complex behavior to avoid the development effort of implementing many particular cases.
The second category of contest entries relies on training neural networks used to model the way in which humans play. This category is represented by NeuroBot [7] , ICE [8] (winner in 2011) and UTˆ2 [3] , [9] (winner in 2012). The advantage brought by this type of approach consists in the capability of these systems to exhibit complex behavior which they previously learned from extensive human recordings. However, the drawback is that a significant amount of time is spent on acquiring the required data. Furthermore, to achieve such complex traits the neural network can grow to such extent that it becomes a challenge for it to run in realtime. Authors of NeuroBot reported issues when they were obliged to run their bot on a machine with lower performance. In the case of UTˆ2 the network grown through neuroevolution had to be constrained with rules in order to remove undesired behavior.
In order to benefit from the decision speed advantage, MirrorBot was built upon a rule-based architecture which allows computationally cheap behavior generation and requires no prior learning stages. The bot's architecture is based on a small number of well defined modules which can be activated depending on context. One of these modules is entirely devoted to the requirement to behave in a believable manner and consists in a human-inspired mirroring behavior which allows it to exhibit complex behavior based on realtime observation instead of a preprocessing stage.
B. Achieving believability
Believability has been assessed for virtual characters in several contexts such as conversational agents [10] , [11] where facial expressions and gestures are important, while in the case of emotional agents, the focus is set on reacting to the state of mind of others [12] . Due to the fact that the meaning of believability varies depending on the context in which it is evaluated, assessment of this aspect in the case of Unreal Tournament should rely on a set of behavioral traits. Such criteria has been described in [13] where a set of ten traits are proposed to measure believability of a human-controlled character in a virtual environment.
Another description of believability, from the perspective of how bots are detected as non-human, is given in [4] where the author lists, based on the comments of human judges, a set of features or mechanisms, which made the judges decide that the bots were not in fact human. These features include very accurate shooting, forgetting about opponents and lack of awareness. Based on the comments of the judges and implementation details described in papers about the mentioned entry bots, a list of required mechanisms for believability in the BotPrize context has been compiled in Table I . These mechanisms each contribute in a certain amount to the bots' level of believability. Although this list of mechanisms is dependent on the context proposed by the BotPrize, a link can be drawn to existing literature (Table II) . The requirements to which the mechanisms are linked are described in [13] , and have been chosen as a suitable link due to their applicability to FPS games. Some features, although implemented atomically, may exhibit more than one believability trait. For example, the hiding ability (D) can be implemented as a procedure in the bot, but can considered as contributing to the reactiveness (B1) of the bot and its planning (B7) competency. Likewise, a believability trait can have several implementations, for example perception (B6) is achieved through situation awareness (L) and smooth trajectories (M) as performed by humans using their visual perception system. To evaluate in what proportion do the winning bots use such mechanisms to achieve believable behavior, they are compared based on the list in Table I . Information in Table III was compiled from available source code 4, 5, 6 and previously cited papers [3] , [6] , [14] , [15] which discuss the implementation of the bots. Some features may exist in the bots' implementation without having been published and therefore may not appear in this table. In the case of the 2008 and 2009 editions, judging was not available (n/a) for bots. 
The comparison shows an increase of features included in the winning entries as the contest progressed. Some features are shared by all contest entries such as dodging skills, accuracy limitation, resource gathering, target chasing and weapon choice, representing the most basic subset of competence for a bot. Other characteristics appear scattered and appear to have a small relative improvement to the perceived level of humanness. However, three of these features only appear in the design of the last three winners -the judging ability, offline and online imitation abilities. The appearance of the judging ability was triggered by the new design of the game since 2010, but was not sufficient to obtain a level of humanness over 50%. Therefore, the introduction of imitation triggered a score increase from 31.8% in 2010 to 52.2% in 2012. While the winner of the 2011 edition and the co-winner of 2012 used offline imitation, based on learning on human records, MirrorBot differentiates itself with the use of realtime mimicry.
III. RELEVANCE OF MIRRORING
Latest studies show that human beings, as well as species of primates and birds, are able to perform mirroring, in their interaction with other individuals. The discovery, in macaque monkeys, of neurons that fire when an individual observes actions performed by others in the environment [16] has posed a challenge for further research to determine the role of these neurons in the animals' behavior. The name "mirror neuron" was coined for neurons which have the property of firing both when an individual performs an action and when it observes another perform the same action or a similar one. In a thorough review of existent work and results in this field [17] , the authors make reference to several links between mirror neurons and adjacent fields of research, highlighting the importance of imitation in clinical purposes, intention understanding and social cognition.
Imitation and mirror processes may constitute a foundation for social behavior such as interacting with and relating to other members of a community. In [18] it is suggested that mirroring might provide a basis for social connectedness and mutual acknowledgement between individuals, but the authors mention that, in humans, basic imitation is gradually replaced by more constructive interaction such as reciprocation, joint attention to objects and identification of self with others. Another trait associated with mirroring is mutual recognition [18] which expresses shared understanding between individuals. In a social context, nonconscious behavioral mimicry, called the "chameleon effect" [19] , was shown to increase affiliation between people and through evolution, it has gained a role in social interaction [20] . Although imitation is covered in a wide range of research, two main senses are identified in [21] , i.e. the capacity to replicate an observed behavior and to learn new behavior through observation. While future research of mirror neurons may elucidate whether mimicking is an innate ability for humans or it is acquired through experience [22] , this type of behavior plays an important role in interhuman relations.
In the context of the BotPrize competition, where the goal of the competing bots is to act like humans as much as possible, due to the fact that humans are social beings it is only natural for them to expect other human players to engage in social interaction with them. As a result of the introduction of judging for both humans and bots in the contest, aggressiveness has been partially replaced by a focus on friendly interaction between players, and thereby social interaction is fostered.
Most studies in the field of neuroscience focus on the role of mirroring from the perspective of the individual who performs it, but in the competition context it is more meaningful to explore what the mirrored human perceives from the bot's behavior. It has been observed, from studies in the fields of social psychology and child development, that the initiators of actions generally react in a positive way to being imitated [23] . Herein, authors present several imitation experiments which involved both children and adults, showing an increased likelihood for the individual who is imitated to create a social bond with the imitator. Being imitated was found to be more rewarding in the case of children, while adults were less comfortable with other adults that performed high-fidelity imitation which was interpreted as mockery or plagiarism.
In a FPS game, mirroring can be performed on character movement, gaze or shooting direction, fire pattern, choice of weapon and sequences of jumps. Mirroring such behavior has not extensively been performed in these contexts, but there exist a number of implementations using virtual characters. Such an approach which used virtual humanoids that exhibited socially relevant facial expressions is presented in [24] , with results showing that participants were more receptive to virtual characters that showed communicative intentions. Gaze congruency was approached in [25] where authors used an interactive eye-tracking paradigm in which participants could interact with a virtual character that followed the gaze direction of its user in real-time. Their results show that the perceived level of humanness increases with higher fidelity of gaze reactions. The process of imitation recognition was investigated in [26] , where the authors observed that the bilateral extrastriate body area (EBA) plays a major role in the ability of humans to recognize action congruency when they imitate or are imitated.
Due to the commonness of mirroring, humans expect this kind of behavior from others. Moreover, they tend to assume a certain level of confirmation and understanding when they are mirrored. The main design principle of MirrorBot is to exploit this assumption human players make, in order to avoid unmasking the bot's lack of consciousness.
Given evidence of the existence of a mirroring mechanism in humans and its effects, the implementation of MirrorBot focused not on simulating the internal workings of this process, but on exhibiting this behavior when the bot came in contact with other players. Based on both psychology research and on gameplay common sense, the bot was designed on the assumption that if the mirrored player is a human, MirrorBot would inherit the level of humanness when it replays the behavior back to its originator. Not only the replayed behavior is intrinsically as human as its model, but also the process of mirroring has origins in common human behavior.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF MIRRORBOT
The design of MirrorBot is based on two modules which are interchanged during gameplay. The architecture is divided into two main modules, default and mirroring, due to the fact that the former generates behavior while the latter acts only as a playback activity. An overview of these main behaviors and their components is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The first module implements default behavior such as graph-based and ray-based navigation, target choice, aiming, shooting, opponent awareness and judging. This behavior offers a basis for playing the game and all contest entries contain versions of these functionalities, as they represent a basic interface with the game environment. The way in which these functionalities are implemented however, may significantly influence outcome of the judgment because glitches in navigation for instance can quickly destroy the illusion of humanness [27] , Fig. 2 . Overview of MirrorBot's behavior [28] . An additional module that gave the bot its name is the mirroring module which, when activated, records the actions of one target and then, after a short time delay, replays them from the bot's perspective. This secondary module is activated only in the case when MirrorBot encounters a friendly player. Each module is described in the following subsections.
A. Default behavior
Inspired from how human players control their avatar in the game, i.e. via keyboard and mouse, the implementation of MirrorBot's default behavior fosters independence between aim control and navigation (Fig. 3) . Likewise, shooting is triggered when the bot's orientation provides a high chance of damaging an enemy, while aiming is responsible for picking locations in the environment that require attention. other players is especially studied in order to isolate predatorprey pairs and aggressive or friendly shooting patterns. MirrorBot's decision making process takes into account a player's aggressiveness; i.e. if that enemy is shooting and the bullets are directed towards itself. This module influences target choice, mirror module activation and evasive behavior.
2) Aim: The implementation of the aiming module is based on successively adjusting the bot's orientation to a given focus location. The focus is changed to the current target, which is decided upon considering the level of its aggressiveness and a time-limited grudge. Once assigned, a target will be kept until the grudge expires. The grudge is replenished if the current enemy replies with fire power. Furthermore, in the case of a moving target, the focus is not on the enemy's current location, but rather set to a future location computed using the enemy's speed. If no target is acquired, the focus is aimed to a point computed through a linear interpolation of the next two navigation targets, determined by the navigation module. This feature is inspired from the ability of humans to anticipate their trajectory, especially at sharp corners in the map. This feature enables the bot to emerge from a corner while looking in the correct direction, in case enemies appear.
3) Shoot:
The shooting module is responsible for choosing between primary and secondary fire modes and which weapon to use, based on the efficiency of the weapon and its available ammunition. A special case of shooting is handled when the bot has changed its decision on the humanness of a player. In this case, it will use the special judging gun to tag that player. To increase the fidelity of the judging function, the bot uses the caused damage sensor to decide if its target has been hit.
4) Dodging:
With the purpose of self defense, based on inputs of the observation module, the bot avoids the sight of its enemies. If in combat, the bot will calculate the shooting direction of its enemy, and will move to the closest position that allows it to evade direct fire. This holds true for all players that are currently shooting, so that the bot avoids moving in the fire direction of another player. 5) Navigate: In the unfortunate but highly possible situation where MirrorBot cannot escape a certain location due to a malfunction of the main graph navigation algorithm, it triggers the use of a secondary module based on ray casting. A total of 24 rays are used for this algorithm, divided into 16 rays that stem horizontally from the center, and 8 additional rays that stem downwards at a 45 degree angle (Fig. 4) . The horizontal rays are used to detect obstacles from which the bot will move away, and the downward rays are used to detect holes or cliffs to avoid falling. The results received from the rays represent a boolean value which signifies whether the ray has hit an object in the environment. In Figure. 4, affirmative results are drawn in red and the lack of collision is displayed in green. Ray collision in the horizontal case will cause the bot to move away from obstacles, while in the downward case avoidance is triggered by the lack of collision.
The main navigation module is an improved version of the default Pogamut [29] Loque navigator, tweaked for smoother trajectories, greedy resource gathering and additional obstacle avoidance using the same set of rays as in the backup navigation. Although improved, the algorithm still exhibits malfunctions which include missing elevator rides when other players use the lift in the same time and subtle bot-like movement. However, most of this behavior is masked in interaction situations due to the influence of dodging which introduces a small amount of unpredictability in its motion.
6) Judge:
The judging mechanism of the bot is based on the opinion of the majority. Data collected by the observation module is used to record the judgments for a player by others. While it gathers more data, the bot will change its decision on each player, and when its decision changes, MirrorBot will vote the player again to adjust the tag assigned to that player.
B. Mirroring behavior
When a candidate is found suitable for performing the mirroring behavior, all default behavior is ceased and MirrorBot starts recording the full motion and shooting data of the selected player. The functions contained by the mirroring behavior are illustrated in Fig. 5 . Candidates are selected in function of their friendliness and orientation, for instance if the player is not shooting with a dangerous weapon and if it is facing the bot. An example of choosing a candidate is shown in Fig. 6 where one of the judges commences friendly interaction with MirrorBot. Once the mirroring behavior is activated, player information is recorded as keyframes that contain the exact state of the targeted player at a given moment. A player state consists of the location of the target, velocity, rotation, jumping and crouching state, shooting mode and carried weapon. Keyframes are then buffered and played back with a delay of approximately 100-200 milliseconds (Fig. 7) . The real delay time can be up to 500 milliseconds due to the latency introduced by the client-server connection. This value was tuned empirically to simulate a plausible reaction time needed for a humans to interpret and react to visually perceived actions [30] . When a mirroring keyframe is executed, MirrorBot's state is changed to match the information stored in that particular keyframe. The target's location is used to establish an axis of symmetry with MirrorBot. Using this axis, all actions except forward/backward movement are recreated as seen in a mirror; i.e. target shoots to its top-right and MirrorBot shoots to its top-left. The forward and backward movements are opposite to the mirror effect so to maintain distance in the case where the target retreats or advances.
To account for the need of reactivity while mirroring, some control conditions were implemented to stop this behavior when the bot is being attacked, the mirroring target loses interest or a reasonable amount of time has passed. The maximum amount of time allowed to perform mirroring behavior for one player was empirically set to approximately 8 seconds, due to the fast nature of the game. Likewise, if the mirrored player turns away, MirrorBot will do the same, therefore if the bot does not see its target for a time limit of approximately 3 seconds, the module will deactivate. Even though compared with the total length of the game the mirroring module is activated briefly, the fact that it is used especially during encounters with players gives it a higher visibility.
A possible scenario which would cast MirrorBot in disadvantage is mirroring another bot, especially if that bot is stuck or is performing very simplistic behavior. Stuck or inactive bots may seem friendly and therefore would fit all conditions for a good mirroring candidate. A third player may consider that MirrorBot is actually a bot because it has the same behavior of the stuck bot. To ameliorate this disadvantage, the behavior exhibited by the mirroring module checks if the targeted player is too silent, and if several frames are detected in which there is no significant movement, slight random movements are introduced to produce some diversity in the playback. However, the problem is not completely solved, as the target may exhibit movement but in a bot-like manner. Coping with this problem should include knowledge on whether the target is a bot or a human so to increase the probability that mirroring is activated in case the target is human.
The original goal of the game is to win by the number of players that one has virtually killed (frags). This focus on interaction may significantly decrease the frag number, causing a decrease in game-oriented performance of MirrorBot, however in the context of BotPrize frags were not taken into account in calculating the humanness level.
Playing back actions in realtime allows the bot to exhibit highly complex behavior in correct contexts. Continuity in the sequence of actions is enforced by the time delay which enables a reasonable number of frames to be buffered before execution, so that interruptions are less likely to occur. In an attempt to use communication to test whether a player is human or not, judges may draw patterns using weapon fire, perform systematic left-right movements or any other combination of movements that they find appropriate and understandable by others. If a player responds accordingly to this kind of communication attempts, a human may assume that the player's behavior was the result of a conscious interlocutor.
V. RESULTS
Evaluation of the contest entries consisted in calculating the number of times the judges voted a player as being human, divided by the total number of times that player has been voted. Although bots were given the ability to judge, only the votes of humans were taken into account for the results. Based on information found on the BotPrize 7 , each player was judged approximately 25 times, thus conferring high reliability to the results. Tables IV and V contain the humanness scores of humans and bots respectively, in the 2012 edition of BotPrize. The average scores are calculated overall and the number of votes made by each judge may vary. Humanness was defined as a measurement of how humanlike a player seems to a judge. Fast movement and high accuracy, associated with bots, can be exhibited also by expert players, who can be mistakenly judged as being robots.
Results indicate that mimicry has played an important role in the judges' perception of humanness. While offline mimicry 7 2K BotPrize contest website http://www.botprize.org/ enables a bot to achieve high credibility in movement patterns, roughly the same high score was achieved by MirrorBot using only realtime mirroring. This highlights the believability improvement brought by this technique in the UT2004 environment, but experiments with mirroring in environments beyond the FPS games may elucidate whether this behavioral trait can be extrapolated to other contexts. One may postulate that given the fact that the principle of mirroring consists in replaying certain observed actions, it could be applied in a larger range of informed virtual environments.
Although the accuracy of judging did not represent a requirement for winning the contest, for the purpose of evaluating the judging behavior of MirrorBot, the results of the correctness of each player's decisions are presented in Table  VI . MirrorBot's decision mechanism based on majority belief, although simple, performed reasonably well compared to the average accuracy of other players which was approximately 52%. By its nature, this strategy is only as efficient as the correctness of other players' judgments. It also depends on whether MirrorBot encountered a specific player in the game in order to record that player's decision. This result may also be influenced by the necessity that the humans perform judgments, possibly more frequently than the bots, given by the context of the competition. Additionally, these results could have been improved by using a heuristic that would rule out possibly untrustworthy decisions made by other players, or by a more complete probabilistic model.
Moreover, an accurate knowledge of which players are, or seem, human or bot-like could ameliorate the previously described issue of mirroring the wrong players. Information gathered with the purpose of judging players can be used to increase the probability of performing the mirroring behavior with humans or even bots that are considered human by other players.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The approach introduced in this paper was to enhance a computer game bot with a common human trait of being able to mimic peers in a social context. Reviewing related studies in the origin and importance of the mirroring phenomenon and studying what past BotPrize entries have used to achieve their humanness level, has led to a more flexible architecture with separate modules which can be tweaked individually. The improvements brought by the addition of the mirroring behavior in MirrorBot are proved by its results in the 2012 edition of BotPrize.
The current architecture, while being computationally inexpensive, allows more high-level behavior to emerge due to the activation of subsets of its components. Examples of such behavior include grudge-like behavior, bullet dodging, combat assistance based on hunter-prey relations, corner aim anticipation, enemy tauting when fleeing and following are combined, strategic position in combat based on the greedy resource gathering and, most importantly for a human-like appearance, realtime social reply ability. Because mirroring is not effective when targets do not exhibit human-like behavior, future work will focus on target selection using data collected from participants. Furthermore, an extended evaluation of mirroring as a believability enhancing factor will be addressed in different contexts and compared to offline learning.
Although the bot was programmed to work with the UT2004 environment, its mirroring capability could be successfully implemented in a wider range of informed virtual environments or games in which social interaction is endorsed, where it could be used to exhibit complex behavior with little computation time spent to achieve it.
